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Mounting Post

( Optional)
Cylinder Fixing Plate

Fixing Plate

Interior Escutcheon

Mounting Screw

Turn Piece

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
ESCUTCHEON TYPE MORTISE LEVER LOCKSET

1. Drawing Horizontal Lines on The
    Door and Door Edge

Change Handing

Lever center line

2. Mark the Central Point of Drilling
Have the template on the door and door edge, aligning
with the latch center line and lever center line
(as illustrated) and mark the centers of the holes.
Note : Different preparation is needed for the inside and
           outside of the door, please read the instruction
           carefully and use the appropriate template for
           drilling.

Cylinder center line

3. Door Edge Drilling

Regardless whether the door opens inswing or outswing,
"the exterior side of the door is taken as the reference,
and the position of the door hinge is based upon it.
     

Door Handing Determination

1. Remove the armor front. 2. Pull out the latch bolt 
    and rotate it 180° clockwise 

    or counterclockwise.

3. After ensuring it's position,
  push the latch bolt back into
    the latch to complete the
    handing changing.

4. Put back and fasten
    the armor front with
    screws.

Inswing door

Outswing door

        "36  (914mm) above the floor

The exterior side of the door
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The exterior side of the door

Measure for the lever center line on the door and door
edge 36" (914mm) above the floor.
Note : If the strike is installed already, then mark the
           lever center line 2-5/64" (52.8mm) below the
           strike center line.

Lever center line
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Spring
Interior Lever

Assemble Tool

Fixing Plate

Rotating Plate

Interior Spindle

Armor Front Screw

Armor Front

Exterior Spindle

Reinforce Ring

Rotating Plate

Screw Post

Cylinder

Key

3. Door Edge Drilling

1. Following the markings, drill 2 holes, 1" (25.4mm) in
    diameter and 4-17/32" (115mm) deep on the door edge
    and then, based on the positions of the 2 holes, chisel
    out a rectangular groove (the line segments on the
    template) 1" (25.4mm) in width, 6-3/8 (162mm) in height
    and 4-17/32" (115mm) deep for the installation of the
    lock case.
2. Following the template, cut a
    groove 1-5/16" (33mm) in width,
    8-1/32" (204mm) in height and
    1/4" (6.5mm) deep on the door
    edge to provide a level door edge
    surface once the faceplate is
    installed.
3. Finally, following the markings
    on the template, drill two guiding
    holes (screw holes) 9/64" (3.5mm)
    in diameter and 25/32" (20mm)
    deep to complete the door edge
    drilling.
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7. Exterior Escutcheon Trim Installation

1. Screw 2 screw posts into the diagonal
    screws on the exterior excutcheon
    according to the door handing.

2. Place the reinforce ring, rotating plate
    and fixing plate through the screw
    post on exterior escutcheon in order.

8. Cylinder Installation

9. Interior Escutcheon Installation

2. Cover with the interior escutcheon.
    The spindle of turn piece should through the
    mortise and the turn piece stay vertical while
    the latch bolt remain unlocked.

1. Insert the interior spindle into square hole and assemble the
    rotating plate and the interior fixing plate (the arrow direction
    on the rotating plate should be the same as the direction that
    lever rotates), fix them tightly with screws.

1. a) Put the cylinder fixing plate on the cylinder as
        illustrated as below.
    b) Insert the cylinder into the Mortise lock case clockwise.
Note : Without the cylinder fixing plate, please skip step a).

2. Install the exterior escutcheon.
    Keep the cylinder and escutcheon
    surface leveled.

3. Fix the mortise cylinder by tightening the
    screw on lock case edge.

5. Strike Installation
Swing the door almost closed up to the door jamb and draw the latch center line on the door jamb to match the latch center
line on the door. Place the strike template onto the door jamb, aligning it to the latch center line, and mark the centers of the
holes on the door jamb as specified by the template. Following the markings, drill 2 holes, 1" (25.4mm) in diameter and
1-1/8" (29mm) deep on the door jamb and then chisel out a rectangular groove 1" (25.4mm) in width,  and 3-5/16" (84mm) in
the height and 1-1/8" (29mm) deep based on the positions of the 2 holes.
At the position specified by the template, cut a groove 1-5/16"(33mm) in width, 4-7/8" (124mm) in height and 5/32" (4mm)
deep on the door jamb to provide a level surface on the door jamb once the strike
is installed. Finally, following the markings, drill 2 guiding holes, 9/64" (3.5mm)
in diameter and 1-3/16" (30mm) deep for wood jamb or 7/32" (5.5mm) in diameter
and 1-3/16" (30mm) deep for metal jamb, to fasten the strike with strike screws.

Insert the lock case into the rectangle mortise hole
(with the armor front removed) and position the
reinforce plate as illustrated, fastening the latch tightly
with lock case screws.
( Be sure the lock case is not upside down )

6. Lock Case Installation

29/32" (23mm)

Strike

Note:
Be sure the latch bolt could successfully
extend into the strike holes after installation.

3. Put the spring into the square hole
    of the rotating plate and then insert
    the exterior spindle into the rotating
    plate and lever.

4. Mount the armor front with screws.

3. Place the spring into the square hole of the interior lever
    and tighten the lever with assemble tool.

4. Door Face Drilling
Following the markings of the template and the size
requirements, drill the holes for the lock cylinder, the
thumb turn, the lever and six through holes.
Please be sure to drill from the inside out and the
outside in respectively to prevent burrs and other
damage to the door.
    

Strike box

CAUTION :
Don’t use the strike box
while installing on the fire door.


